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Before the broadcast.

The following PERSONAL MESSAGE from H.M. QUEEN WILHELMINA

will be read by his Excellency Lieutenant-Admiral J.T. FURSTNER,

Minister for Naval Affairs, over Radio Orange at 7.45 p.m. B.S.T.

tonight.

Compatriots,

I feel impelled with all of you to pay homage to the brilliant feats of our

Navy in the Netherlands East Indies. In the attack against vastly superior forces,
it has gloriously maintained the honour of the flag and has, together with our

Allies, inflicted heavy losses on the enemy. That action has perpetuated the

spirit of the days of our great admirals and their crews, the spirit of our great

past, which has ever shone out through glorious feats of arms and has caused our

Tricolour to be respected everywhere.

With deep gratitude do we remember all those who died a hero's death in the

defence of our beautiful Empire. We know that heavy losses in ships have been

suffered, this time also on our side.

I am certain of expressing that which lives in the hearts of all true patriots

when I say already now: "Our Navy will rise again, stronger than ever before.”

To that end immediate steps will be taken. Just as the 'Van Galen' thanks to a

splendid spirit and generosity is again carrying our proud Tricolour across the

seas within two years from its glorious end in the defence of Rotterdam, so shall

also the newly lost units be replaced with the same skill and speed. That is our

bounden duty towards all those who gave their lives and towards our whole Empire.

In order to help the East Indies in the great struggle, we shall do the

impossible, since we know that only he is beaten who accepts surrender.

We are not beaten, and for us the struggle is not at an end. Our Navy continues

to fight; the annals will in years to come record its glory of having defended,
in this world-wide struggle, the entire Kingdom with a courage and devotion that

will guarantee us final victory and, therewith, the independence of the entire

territory.

Meanwhile, a fierce fight has begun on Java, and the brave Royal Army of the

Netherlands East Indies is disputing the enemy every inch of the soil of Java with

heroic courage, side by side with our Allies,

Compatriots, I cannot conclude without expressing the wish that the courage

and perseverance of our men may be finally crowned with victory. Their glorious

past is our guarantee that they will fulfil the difficult task, with which they

are now faced, with equal glory.

My thoughts are constantly with our brave fighters of tho Sea-, Land-, and

Air- Forces in these days of grave struggle.

May final victory soon be won! That is tho prayer of us all.
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